
A GUIDE TO INCLUDING COOKERY
WITHIN THE NATIONAL CURRICULUM
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Introduction
British Food Fortnight was held for the first time in Autumn 2002 at the same time as Harvest Festival, the
traditional time for celebrating our food.  Since then schools have used the Fortnight as an opportunity to
teach young people about food: about the diverse and delicious range of food available, the benefits of
healthy eating and about the pleasures of eating quality, fresh, seasonal and regionally-distinct produce. 

The organisers have worked with experts in the education and culinary fields to produce this guide to
incorporating cookery within your curriculum teaching.  We hope it will encourage you to organise practical
cookery activities for young people during British Food Fortnight and that you will be inspired to continue
similar activity throughout the year. 

• Examples of schools that have successfully incorporated cookery within their curriculum teaching.

• Ideas for cookery lessons and activities for early years, primary and secondary children.

• Contacts of organisations that can help you by providing chefs who can visit your school to give
cooking demonstrations and assist with lessons.
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Aims
teach young people about the diverse and
delicious range of food available in Britain 
and about the health benefits and pleasures of
eating quality, fresh, seasonal and regionally-
distinct produce

give young people some basic practical cookery
skills and excite them to develop these further 
at home

increase the amount of food education in schools
by encouraging teachers to hold special events for
young people during the Fortnight in the hope
that this will generate the enthusiasm and interest
necessary to sustain similar activity year-round

encourage producers, retailers, restaurants, pubs
and tourism outlets to all take a proactive role in
educating the public – and in particular young
people – about the food and drink that their
region produces

and ultimately to nurture a renaissance in the
pleasures of preparing and eating regional food 
and drink.

“I hope 
you pay due attention
and respect to British

Food Fortnight...”
The Guardian Weekend

“I wish
every fortnight

was British Food
Fortnight”

Terry Wogan, Radio 2

'Apples' front cover curtesy of National Fruit Show



Foreword by HRH The Duchess of Cornwall

I am delighted to send this message of support and to endorse this Guide
to teaching young people how to cook as part of their curriculum
activities.  I am passionate about instilling a knowledge and love of
cooking from a young age.  Cooking quality, healthy food is one of life’s
great pleasures as well as an essential skill safeguarding the health and
well-being of future generations.

I am immensely impressed by the ingenuity and imagination of schools
that have taken part in British Food Fortnight over the years.  I have
hugely enjoyed meeting some of the teachers and their pupils that have
participated, and seeing – and tasting – some of the very wonderful
dishes they have cooked during the national food celebrations.  Last year
I invited two of the winning schools to take over the kitchens in Clarence
house for the day; the first time young people have ever been allowed to
do so! with the help of the Hairy Bikers, two of my favourite celebrity
chefs, they rustled up the most magnificent lunch celebrating food that
would have been cooked in their part of the country by previous
generations.  This year schools are being given the historic opportunity to
win the chance to ‘Cook for The Queen’ at Buckingham Palace.  This is
my special tribute to Her Majesty The Queen for the Diamond Jubilee
and I am looking forward enormously to seeing the menu ideas and
recipes that schools create for what will be a very special occasion.

Giving young people the skills they need to cook for themselves is one of
the greatest gifts we can give them.  If they do not learn about cooking as
a child, it becomes increasingly challenging as they grow into adulthood,
with the pressures of work and family.  Every year many leading catering
organizations volunteer the support of their chefs to help schools teach
pupils how to cook during British Food Fortnight.  I have met some of
these chefs.  They are hugely generous in giving their time for free and
their passion for their craft is inspirational for the young people they
help.  I do congratulate them for all they have done, and continue to do,
in establishing British Food Fortnight’s cooking activities as a fixture on
the school calendar.

I hope this Guide inspires you to give the young people you teach the
opportunity to develop some basic, practical cooking skills and, at the
same time, to learn about the diverse and delicious range of food
available in Britain and of the health benefits – and pleasures – of eating
quality, fresh, seasonal produce.
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Cookery in schools

Youngsters at Birch Primary School in Essex pulled out all the stops to create a
special Shepherd’s Pie and Blackberry and Apple Crumble for a top local chef. The boys
chose to make the traditional meal using local ingredients. They even picked the
blackberries and apples themselves! Head Teacher, Kate Moore, said: “The Year 6
children really enjoyed it. It gave them the opportunity to learn to cook and
practice their social skills. British Food Fortnight encourages them to think
about local, seasonal and fresh produce.”

Pupils at Eppleton Primary School in Wearsidestarted their British Food
Fortnight celebrations by making healthy fruit desserts such as fruit kebabs, jellies and
low-sugar flapjacks. And they finished with a parade of food-themed hats they had made! 

Nowhere is British Food Fortnight more keenly celebrated than at Wilson’s Endowed
CE Schoolat Over Kellet. In 2003, the children baked scones and shortbread
while the breakfast club had a week of themed meals. In 2004, there was a teddy
bears’ picnic and a mini farmers’ market. And in 2005, they organised a ‘whole
school baking’ activity with products being sold to raise money for school funds:
a fair trade stall; mums’ and friends’ afternoon teas; fun food in Breakfast Club;
and harvest cookery in after-school club. Head Teacher, Jo Williams, sees food as
a wonderful way of encouraging the “excellence and enjoyment” principles
of the National Curriculum. “In preparing the children for citizenship, food

meets all the curriculum criteria. We are giving a
mixture of education and enjoyment, having a good

time but learning along the way.” The school even got
a mention on Terry Wogan’s Radio 2 morning show!

How schools have incorporated 
cookery into the curriculum in 
previous years

Durham schoolswere visited by local chefs during the Fortnight. Pupils at St
Margaret’s Primary School were persuaded that cooking is fun and that spinach is
delicious! Durham Johnson School was invited into a local hotel’s kitchens for a
cooking demonstration on how to turn local produce into simple but tasty meals.
And Newton Hall Infants School was visited by the local fishmonger who let them
into his secrets of cooking seafood. The week’s events culminated with a food
market in the city centre with cookery demonstrations, live music, healthy eating
activities and food history exhibitions. 

10 and 11 year-olds from Bulphan Schooland Hutton All Saints School in
Brentwood went to Ye Olde Plough in Bulphan to learn how real food grows
and is cooked. The children picked fruit from trees and bushes in the restaurant’s
grounds and baked their own blackberry, elderberry, plum and apple dishes. 
Chef, Adrian Hornsby, commented, “Within two hours of picking the fruit
from the trees they had cooked it up and it was in their bellies! The whole
day was brilliant. They really seemed to enjoy themselves and it was a
pleasure having the children here.” School secretary, Lorraine Curness, said: 
“It was excellent. Every one of the children came back full of enthusiasm
for food and cooking.”

St Gregory’s Primary School in Dorsetcelebrated the Fortnight by
encouraging pupils to eat more healthily in a two-day ‘Let’s Explore Food’ event.

The Parent Teacher and Friend Association created two
days of workshops on food tasting, cookery and

farming culminating in a market for the village 
on Friday afternoon, supported by local

producers. The reception class made
chutney from green tomatoes that had
been grown by the summer gardening
club at the school and sold it at the
market in the afternoon. Other classes
had lessons on how to milk a cow, make
a lunch box, organic and delicatessen

food, additives and preservatives, 
food hygiene, fair-trade, talks from 

local producers, through to cookery
demonstrations by local pub chefs. 

PSHE co-ordinator, Melanie Tavener, said: “It has
been lovely seeing the children enjoy handling
and cooking food.” 

Pupils at East Hartford School in
Cramlingtonmade their own meal using locally
produced foods they collected as part of the
borough’s British Food Fortnight celebrations. 

They visited several locations across the area
to gather the foods they used: an allotment

where they harvested potatoes and green
beans and planted onions; a cheese farm
where they watched cheese being
produced; and a farm shop where they
spent the morning with the butcher
making sausages. One class event gave a

Blue Peter-style demonstration on how 
to make an Apple Crumble! Class teacher,

Lucy Nixon, said: “We ended the week by
using the local produce to prepare a
whole school lunch.”

Wilson’s Endowed CE School, Over Kellet
Photo: The Westmorland Gazette

Wilson’s Endowed CE School, Over Kellet  
Photo: Morecambe Guardian

St Margaret’s Primary School, Durham. Photo: The Northern Echo

“The
children have learnt a

lot about having a balanced
diet while still enjoying food. They
have tried so many new things and
this has brought everyone together,

including the parents.”
Mrs Jo Hicks, Head Teacher, 
St Gregory’s Primary School,

Dorset

Wilson’s Endowed CE School, Over Kellet
Photo: The Westmorland Gazette
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Pupils, parents and teachers at Gosford Hill School, Oxfordshire battled it out in
the kitchen during a cooking competition to mark British Food Fortnight. 18 pairs of
contestants had to make a main course for two using local ingredients and present
their dishes to the head chef from a local restaurant. Sarah Scanlong, head of Design 
& Technology, said: “There was a fantastic atmosphere. It was the first time we
have involved staff and parents in a competition. It worked really well.
Children worked with teachers, heads of years, classroom assistants, fathers,
mothers and grandparents. There’s already a waiting list for next year!”

Children at Old Bank Junior, Infant & Nursery School in Mirfieldwere
the first to try out the Yorkshire Forward Cooking Bus and Shelley College
sourced local food from their local butcher and greengrocer to provide
wonderful Yorkshire school dinners during the event.

Youngsters at Overbury First School in
Gloucestershire launched their own book of
Favourite Recipes to celebrate the Fortnight. 100
pages of tried and tested recipes, hand-written
and illustrated in colour throughout were
donated from children, family and friends and
sold in the local stores to raise school funds.

Pupils at Mayfield School in Chorley followed in the steps of Jamie Oliver by
making healthy lunches such as soups and fresh fruit salads with the help of kitchen
staff and donations from Chorley retailers and market stallholders. 

Children at Occold Primary School in Norfolkprepared a lunch of meatballs,
roast pork, ‘pigs in blankets’ and local organic vegetables for their fellow pupils. 
“The children have loved it,” said Head Teacher Kevin Knights. “They find it
really enjoyable preparing the food and at the same time are also learning.”

Captains Close School in Asfordby near Melton invited parents and grand-
parents of pupils to come into the school to help with cooking activities. Pupils had
written to lots of local companies asking them to help them learn more about
traditional foods. As a result a local dairy donated several types of cheese for the
children to sample; several local retailers and farm shops invited pupils into their
stores for demonstrations; and another local retailer visited the school to give a talk
which was followed by a school picnic. 

Food Technology students at Grove School in
Market Draytonwere visited by a local food
laboratory to explain about what is involved in
food testing. Eleanor Davies, from the company,
said: “We really wanted to help the
students to understand more about how
the British food industry works.”

Year 6 pupils from Field Junior School in
Watford are now cooking every week from a
wartime recipe book having spent the Fortnight
learning about rationing and the types of fruit
and vegetables that were grown during the war
to supplement rations.

Ten after-school clubs in the borough of Hammersmith and Fulham
enjoyed a slap-up British Food Fortnight buffet in the Town Hall courtesy of local
butcher, Peter Heanen. The children created meat-based recipes as part of a

competition to win an iPod music player. The
winning recipe was pork chop with a mint,

lemon and garlic glaze. Peter commented:
“This was a great opportunity 

to promote British regional
produce and educate local
children about healthy
eating.”

Pupils at Crick Primary
Schoolspent the Fortnight
cooking traditional British food
which they then sold in a

harvest market raising £195 for
school funds. 

5 A DAY coordinators from
Herefordshire’s Primary Care Trust

showed pupils at John Masefield High
School in Ledbury how to use fruit and

vegetables in every-day dishes such as fruit
salad, coleslaw, ratatouille and curry.

Gosford Hill School, Oxfordshire. Photo: Oxford Mail, Newsquest Oxfordshire

Gosford Hill School, Oxfordshire. Photo: Bicester Advertiser, Newsquest Publication

Overbury First School, Gloucestershire. Photo: Journal Series, Evesham and Cotswolds

Grove School, Market Drayton. 
Photo: Eurofins Laboratories.

“British
Food Fortnight has

been an ideal opportunity
for the children to apply 

their skills and knowledge 
in a practical and 
purposeful way.”

Head Teacher, Crick Primary
School

“This is an ideal
opportunity to celebrate
food and promote local

producers as well as to
raise valuable funds.”

Val Wilkinson, Head Teacher, 
Overbury First School,

Gloucestershire
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It was ‘Food, Glorious Food’ for children at Ewelme Primary School in Oxford
thanks to parent, Jane Allen. She organised cookery days for each of the school’s classes
as part of the Fortnight. She helped the children produce pancakes filled with local
apples and raspberries, watercress soup and fruit smoothies. All recipes
were chosen to reflect local produce and healthy meals.

A Wiltshire based school held a competition in which
each school year cooked a different meal using different
British foods. The competition was part of a mass of
activities organised to support the Fortnight: a trip to the
farmers’ market, visits from a bee keeper, special harvest
festival, family food quiz, visit to a park to discover foods
growing naturally to name a few!

Girl Guides in Hoddesdoncelebrated the Fortnight
with cookery and discussion. The guides, aged 10 – 14,
debated topics such as fast food versus homemade, local
shops against supermarkets and vegetarianism as opposed 
to eating meat and learnt how to cook toad-in-the-hole. 
Guider Claire Maynard said, “Some of the Guides started off by
saying they didn’t like toad-in-the-hole and by the end of the meeting
they had eaten their creations! The Guides now have an acquired skill and have
learnt about the importance of local and British foods and how different
political events affect how people view food.”

Students at King Edmund’s in Essex prepared dishes using British fruits and
vegetables in practical work. The canteen served traditional British dishes throughout the
Fortnight and the Food Technology department treated the school to British cakes
during lunchtime. 

Local producer Barton Pickles showed pupils at Sutton Oak Primary School in St
Helenshow to make their own healthy sandwiches. Their teacher read them a book
called ‘The Big Sandwich’ and facilitated a discussion on what is in different people’s lunch
boxes ending with a chart showing good and bad foods and explaining the difference.

Thanet School’s children took part in a Stir Fry Friday and held a 5 A DAY
assembly as part of British Food Fortnight. As they tried their hand at cooking 
they were even joined by their local MP and their Healthy Schools representative.
Teacher Darren Waters said, “A lot of the Year 6 kids ended the day with a
real buzz and went home to ask their mums if they could cook stir fry.” 
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Thanet Stir Fry Friday. Photo: Isle of Thanet Gazette

Children at Middle Row Primary School in Londonwere given a talk by 
a top London chef on the health benefits of eating fresh, seasonal produce. 
Pupils designed menus using British produce and the winners were given a guided
tour of the kitchens at Kensington’s Royal Garden Hotel.

Children from 17 primary schools in the London Borough of
Hammersmith and Fulhamtook part in a Smoothiethon competition to make
the best fruit and vegetable drinks for British Food Fortnight. Councillor David
Williams said: “This was a fun way for children to learn about healthy eating
and the variety of fruit and vegetables.” Sandra Martin, learning mentor at
Wormholt Park Primary School, said: “We tried out lots of different smoothie
recipes over the two weeks. The children preferred the fruit to the
vegetables though a lot of them were surprised how good the vegetable
drinks tasted.” The Council ran a borough-wide competition challenging primary
schools to come up with recipes for fruit and vegetable smoothie drinks. 

The after-school cookery club at Torwood
House School in Bristol made trifles

and cooked roast beef and year 5 pupils
invited other school members to a
special Toy Tea Party with homemade
lemonade and scones. Everyone enjoyed
different healthy treats at breaktime
throughout the Fortnight and there were
lots of class activities with food diaries,

poetry, role-playing and food dying.

Over 100
pupils at Rolvenden

Primary School supplied
and cooked a special

harvest lunch.

“It
was a great way

to spark their interest in
healthy eating. I am sure

there will be a few budding
chefs following the visit.”

Steve Munkley, Head Chef
Kensington’s Royal Garden Hotel
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Pupils at The Ridgeway School in Swindoninvited the elderly to a 
lunch they had cooked using local and British produce. There were displays
throughout the school showing where local produce can be obtained.

Kirkley High School in Suffolk organised practical cooking lessons
during the Fortnight and designed healthy eating posters.

Students at Harrogate College prepared a special British Dish of the 
Day throughout the Fortnight – Shepherds Pie, Cornish Pasties, Lancashire
Hot Pot – and offered a special British Food Fortnight menu in their 
training restaurant.

Secondary schools in Herefordshire held 5 A DAY cookery sessions as
part of their normal timetable of activities.

Years 4, 5 & 6 from Cherry Trees Preparatory School in Suffolk laid a
silver service table and prepared and served a delicious 3-course lunch for
parents who had been asked to donate £10 per head in aid of Cancer &
Leukaemia in Children. During the Fortnight there were also school visits to
an orchard, a dairy farm, the Greene King Brewery, Packenham Water Mill to
watch flour being ground and Pizza Express to make a pizza. The Fortnight
culminated in a special harvest festival where children presented a harvest
sheaf made with the flour they had watched being ground followed by a 
Mad Hatter’s Tea Party. 

Pupils at Great Ellingham Primary
School in Norfolkmade fruit salads
and healthy snack bars to sell to parents
as part of their food extravaganza in
which they incorporated food activities 
in all their lessons. 

Students at Coleridge Community
College in Cambridge learnt to cook
healthily with less salt, fat and sugar and
increased fresh fruit and vegetables. They
were served healthy food in the school
cafeteria and given lessons in sports
nutrition by the PE department. 

Pupils at Mowlem School visited Billingsgate Seafood Training School at Billingsgate Market.
The 10 and 11 year olds were given a presentation of the varieties of fish that arrive at the
market each day, followed by a demonstration of how to cook fish before a tasting session of
what had been prepared.  

The Len Wastall Infant School encouraged parents to cook healthy recipes at home and
made a cookbook of children and staff recipes to raise money for school funds.

Dolphin School in Berkshire learnt about the three major food animals: cows, pigs and
chickens. They made models of each animal, explored the products each
animal produces and made sandwiches and cakes using the
products. At the end of the Fortnight they all dressed up
as animals, fruit, vegetables, farmers and butchers
and had a school picnic.  

Coleridge Community College. Photo: Cambridge Evening News

Mowlem School. Photo: East End Life

Boy from Dolphin School dressed up as vegetables eating
one of the sandwiches they made.

“The children 
have really enjoyed

discovering more about
food and were fascinated 

by what they have
learned.”

Lynne Rothwell, Dolphin School, 
Berkshire
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International relations and advances in technology in
the twentieth century have had a huge influence on
how food fits into our lives. Here is a brief look at
our attitudes towards the food we eat, how we eat,
and how technological advances have influenced the
equipment we have in our kitchens and the cook
books we have on our shelves.  

What we cook
Fresh produce
Traditionally Britain has always had excellent supplies of
fresh produce but poor refrigeration and transport links
meant that in the early 1900s it was rarely fresh unless it
was very locally sourced. Vegetables and herbs were grown
in kitchen gardens and fruit, the preserve of the rich, was
grown in glasshouses and orchards. Citrus fruit was
imported. During the war years, food shortages and
rationing meant that diets became plainer yet produce,
particularly fruit & vegetables, was fresh albeit lacking variety. 

After World War Two imported fruits and vegetables
began to appear in the greengrocers. As a result
consumers slowly lost their concept of seasonality.  

In the first half of the 1900s meat dishes needed longer,
slower cooking to tenderise the meat because animals
were older when slaughtered. Post-rationing excitement
and the introduction of self-service shops in the 1960s
changed this. Lamb, as opposed to mutton, became
popular and young chickens known as broilers were
produced. The self-service shops meant that produce
such as meat was pre-weighed and packaged up as
opposed to previously when larger pieces of meat were
cut off on demand. Cuts of meat which cooked quicker
became more popular. 

Preserved food
In the days before refrigeration, food not
consumed immediately would have to be
preserved by salting, drying, smoking or
covering in fat. Seasonal gluts were used
to make sweet and savoury preserves
and relishes. Preserved food was often
packaged commercially in tins. 

During World War One and Two, 
and the intervening years, these supplies
were much in demand. The Advisers from
the Ministry of Food supervised the preserving
of any summer time surplus produce to be
redistributed as part of rations during winter shortages. 

In the 1960s people started having freezers in their
homes and products were developed ideally suited to
home-freezing. Frozen peas and fish fingers were 
instant hits! 

Today, the vast range of processed, packaged, canned 
and bottled foods in our shops use these same
preservation methods.
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Kitchen appliances
The role and design of the kitchen as a room in a home
has changed a lot since the early 1900s. Much of this is
to do with the equipment we find in the kitchens, driving
and driven by the social changes there have been.

At the beginning of the 1900s many people were still
cooking over a fire and taking food that they wanted 
to be baked to the local baker. Some houses
did have ovens; these were fuelled by coal, 
gas or electricity but did not have 
regular heat settings as we know today. 
An experienced cook would be able to
‘feel’ the temperature of the oven but
others would put paper or a little flour
in the oven and assess the temperature
depending on how long it took for the
paper or flour to turn golden. 

Great strides have been made in the
aesthetics and efficiency of the oven. In the 1960s
automatic electric cookers appeared which enabled the
cook to put food in the oven, set the timer and the oven
would automatically switch on and off at pre-set times.

Microwave ovens became readily available in the 1970s.
Now about three quarters of homes in Britain have one.

Refrigerators in the early 1900s were simple and more
like ‘ice-caves’ than the units we know now. They could
only be relied upon to keep things cold, not frozen, and
so perishables would be picked or bought to satisfy that
day’s needs. The first examples of refrigerators appeared
at The Ideal Home Exhibition in 1920 and by 1939 
a quarter of homes had one. When home freezers
became commonly available, cooks could prepare double
quantities of one meal so some could be eaten fresh and

the rest frozen and saved for another day.
This is known as ‘batch-cooking’. 

Quick boiling kettles and electric
toasters were readily available in
1930 but housewives had to
wait until the 1950s and 1960s
for the majority of labour
saving devices such as electric
mixers and liquidisers as well as

household equipment such as
washing machines, vacuum cleaners

and spin dryers. Now, bread-making
machines and ice cream makers are

becoming common place in many kitchens.

The advent of the celebrity chef
Many homes would have had a copy of Mrs. Isabella
Beeton’s Book of Household Management in 1900. 
This book was a comprehensive guide to managing a
household in the 1800s – the index at the front of the
book is itself over thirty pages long! 

During the two world wars the Ministry of Food gave
women ideas of how to cook nutritious meals for their
families on war time food shortages and rationing. One of
the demonstrators was Marguerite Patten who, with Philip
Harben, became the first TV celebrity chef in 1947.

In the 1950s, Johnny and Fanny Cradock, Constance Spry
and Elizabeth David sounded the beginnings of a

gastronomic revolt with Elizabeth David, in
particular, enthusing about the

Mediterranean dishes she had
discovered on her travels. 

The likes of Jane Grigson, 
Robert Carrier and Graham Kerr
in 1960s and Delia Smith in
1970s continued to de-mystify
the art of cooking. 

The increase in restaurants
serving foreign foods and the more

we travelled in the 1980s meant that
chefs such as Madhur Jaffrey and Ken

Hom taught us how to cook dishes from 
abroad and Keith Floyd combined cookery with travel in
his television series. 

The 1990s saw cookery programmes being promoted as
entertainment shows – the most obvious example of this
being Ready Steady Cook – and, as a result, the number of
cookery books in shops has exploded. 

The success of programmes such as ‘Jamie’s School
Dinners’ and Hugh Fearnley-Whittingstall’s River Cottage
has brought cookery programmes and books into a new
era. These programmes are encouraging us to look again at
what we are eating, how our food is produced and who
produces it for us. 

Extracts from Margueritte Patten’s book, A Century of
British Cooking, Grub Street, 2001. For a comprehensive
source of information on the history of British food read
British Food – An Extraordinary Thousand Years of History by
Colin Spencer, Grub Street, 2004.

“There
are few better places

than the table to teach the
young to be tolerant, to share, 

to be self reliant and easy 
mannered.” 

Nan Berger OBE FHCIMA, 
school catering

specialist

“Britain
has an estimated

171 million cookery
books.”

Daily Telegraph, 
13 February 2006

A potted history of

British cooking



Activities
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The following pages provide inspiration and ideas for 
cookery activities for early years, primary and secondary 
children – plus suggestions of how these can be 
incorporated into the curriculum so that you will still be 
meeting your statutory targets. 

All the recipe ideas suggested can be done by individuals 
or broken down into group activities. 

Remember that teaching the basic cooking techniques is 
every bit as important as teaching children to read –these 
are life skills that will stay with children throughout their 
lives. If children learn the basic techniques properly then 
they will pick up other cooking skills more easily.

Cooking equipment 
and facilities
Most secondary schools have a fully-equipped kitchen and 
every primary and nursery school will have cooking 
facilities somewhere in the building – even if it is only a 
small oven or microwave in the staff room. You could also 
bring a portable hob into school. If cooking facilities are 
not available, then possible alternative sites for the 
cooking lesson include kitchens in a local restaurant or 
pub, church hall or even town hall.

Homework
developing their cookery skills further at home
Encourage pupils to cook an Apple Crumble with their parents on the
middle weekend of the Fortnight. Apple Crumble is a classic British pudding
and is perfect to make during the Fortnight when apples are in season. 

This is an excellent dish for a family to cook at home as it uses a variety of
skills including very basic ones so that even young children can be involved.
Young children will be able to rub together the butter and flour and then mix

in the sugar. Slightly older children will be able to prepare
the apples which will need to be peeled and cut into

pieces. The crumble will then need to be
assembled and put into, and later taken out of,
the oven – something best left to older children.

Bramley apples are the traditional
English apple used in cooking but you

can of course use an ‘eating’ apple in
your crumble – when cooked they
will have a firmer texture but they

are sweeter so you will need to
add less sugar. 

There are some 650 British apple varieties available: each variety reflects the local area from where 
it first originated. Find your local apple variety and use it in your Apple Crumble. 

You may like to add some spices such as ginger. Spices have been
associated with British cuisine since they were first
imported in Anglo-Saxon times.

Historically, oats were more likely to be found in
the north of England because of the higher
and wetter landscapes so why not add oats
to the crumble mixture to celebrate this
association?

And don’t forget that during British Food
Fortnight it is also time to pick blackberries.
Why not spend some of the weekend foraging
for blackberries which, when washed, can be mixed
with the apple for some added colour! And the
sweeter and juicier they are, the less sugar you need to add to
the apple mixture. 

EARLY YEARS 

PRIMARY YEARS

SECONDARY AND PRUs 

“58% of
children would like 
to be taught to cook 

at school”
Sodexo School Meals and

Lifestyle Survey

STOP PRESS… STOP PRESS
Taking part in British Food Fortnight is a good 
opportunity to gain some local publicity for your 
school. Many schools taking part in previous years 
have been featured in their local papers and 
some were even featured on television. Media 
coverage can be a good way of thanking 
teachers, parents and children for their 
involvement. All the information you need to help 
you gain some local publicity – including sample 
media releases is available on:
www.lovebritishfood.co.uk



Baked potatoes with egg
mayonnaise and cress
Begin by asking children to wash the potatoes. Get
potatoes that are small enough so that each child 
has his own.  Ask them to draw the shape of the
potato so that they can compare this to the potato
after it has been baked in the oven. Can the children
think of other ways to eat potatoes? 

Show the children what a raw egg looks like when you
crack it into a bowl. Explain that you are going to boil
the eggs and then they will become hard. What other
ways are there to cook eggs?

When the eggs have boiled and cooled, ask the
children to peel the shells from the eggs
making sure that they put the shell in one
bowl and the egg in another. They can
then mash the egg and mix it with
the mayonnaise. They could mash
the egg with a potato masher or
a fork. Once they know how to
mash, they will be able to help
their parents make mashed
potato at home! 

Ask the children to assemble
their plate of food – give each
child a baked potato which has
been cut in half, the child can then
add his own egg mayonnaise mix and
garnish this with cress.

Potatoes can be categorised into two kinds: waxy and
floury. Waxy potatoes are firmer and hold their shape.
Floury potatoes are softer and break up more easily.

For a good baked potato, the British Potato Council
suggests that it is better to go
for a more waxy variety
such as Cara 
or Marfona.

Children in the Foundation Stage should be familiar
with activities such as washing, peeling, spreading,
tearing, assembling and mashing. Develop these skills 
by making a sandwich or preparing a baked potato
and filling.

Assemble a sandwich 
Give children a choice of what they would like to put in
their sandwich: local ham, local cheese, slices of
tomatoes, slices of pepper, watercress… Children can
then spread the bread with butter, tear slices of ham 

or chicken and so on. And of course
there is no reason why the 

egg mayonnaise with cress
described below should not 

be a sandwich
filling too.

When making sandwiches try to use wholemeal bread
as it contains more protein and fibre than white bread
– if a wholemeal bread sandwich is ambitious try using
one piece of wholemeal and one piece of white bread
per sandwich instead. 

What about using pastry cutters for interestingly
shaped sandwiches? Children could choose the shape
depending on the content of the sandwich: a chicken
shape for egg, pigs for ham…

For a sweet alternative, children could make their own
jam or marmalade sandwiches – maybe you could link
this in with reading Paddington Bear stories?

This is a good opportunity to explain to children that
different types of produce need to be stored in
different places, for example, the ham and cheese
should be kept in the fridge but bread should not. 

Perhaps making the sandwich could be preceded by a
trip to a local dairy where you can see the milk being
turned into butter and cheese? Or why not visit a local
mill to see flour being ground or a bakery to see the
flour being turned into bread? Show children other
types of food that are made with flour, for example,
pasta and cakes.
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food
facts
The original sandwich is said to have been a piece.
of salt beef between two slices of toasted bread 
and was named after John Montagu fourth Earl of 
Sandwich. It is more likely that he ate this as part of 
his working day at the Admiralty than, as some 
have suggested, because he spent so long gambling. 
www.hinchhouse.org.uk/fourth/fourth.html

The chicken is the closest living relative of T-Rex. 

“Baked potatoes were sold as street food from 
about 1835 onwards throughout the winter 
months. The cleaned potatoes were taken to the 
bakers to be cooked in large tins for about an hour 
and a half. They were then taken from the 
bakehouse in a basket protected by green baize to 
keep them warm and placed in tins, some of which 
were highly decorative with brass ornaments. The 
tins stood on legs with an iron firepot beneath, and 
there was also a compartment for butter and salt.” 
Colin Spencer, British Food – An Extraordinary 
Thousand Years of History, Grub Street, 2004.

To
tell how fresh an egg is

without cracking it: place the egg in
enough water to completely submerge it.  
A very fresh egg will sink to the bottom 

but a stale egg will float on the 
surface of the water. 

Do not eat the egg that floats on
the surface. 

Did
you know that the largest

egg ever had five yolks and was
31cm around the long axis? And the

heaviest egg weighed 454g – that’s six
times heavier than a large egg 

from the shops.
www.britegg.co.uk

EQUIPMENT
REQUIRED
For the sandwich:
1 knife & a plate per child

For the baked potato:
A sink for washing potatoes; Bowl and a fork to
mash eggs and mayonnaise; Oven or microwave to
cook the potatoes; Saucepan and hob to boil the
eggs; 1 plate, knife & fork per child to eat it
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EARLY YEARS

Incorporating cookery into the curriculum

■ Communication, language
and literacy

Give the children a list of ingredients which includes the ones they used to make
their sandwich or baked potato. Ask them to create a list of the ingredients they
used from this. Encourage children to look for these ingredients the next time they
go shopping with their parents. Can the children find these ingredients on the
labels of other food items? 

Ask the children for ideas in order to compose a simple thank you prayer for the
food they have prepared. The prayer can be said by the whole class before they
eat their food. All faiths have an element of prayer so this activity will cross all
boundaries. The prayer does not have to be religious, it can simply say why they
are grateful perhaps to their teachers or to the farmers who produced the food.

■ Mathematical development
Get the children to count out how many eggs or potatoes you have in front of
you. You need one potato per child so how many potatoes do you need in total? 
Do you have enough? 

Ask the children to describe the
shapes of the ingredients. For example,
does the egg roll around on the table or
is it flat? Does it have any sharp edges?
Should an eggcup be round, square or a
triangle in order to hold the egg? 

■ Personal, social and emotional
development

Make the ‘home corner’ into a shop for the Fortnight – ask the children to role play
being the farmer bringing his food to the market, being the shop-keeper manning
the shop and being the customer doing their weekly shop. 

When it comes to serving a meal or snack, get the children to take it in 
turns to help lay the tables, serve the food and clear away at the end.
Perhaps the children would also like to take it in turns to announce the
food they are about to eat to the group?

■ Creative development
Cooking is in itself an opportunity for children to develop their creative
side: what about creating a ‘picture’ by making an open sandwich? 

Get children to draw the process by which they completed the cooking
challenge. You may have found it easiest to get children into groups with each
group doing a different part of the cooking challenge in which case they could draw
that stage and all the stages could be put together as one big display. 

Suggest foodie themes such as 5 A DAY
for children to use when decorating paper
plates or hats. 

■ Knowledge and
understanding of
the world

Ask the children to think about where the
ingredients they cooked with came from:
explain to them that all food comes from
‘seas and rivers’, ‘plants’, ‘trees’ and ‘farm
animals’. Ask children to think about the
potato: is it hard or soft, hot or cold, what
does the skin feel like? Where did the
potato come from? What does a potato
plant look like? Explain that because the
potato comes from the ground, we need
to wash it before cooking it. 

What about the egg? Perhaps you have some local hens that the children could go 
and see and some of them may even be brave enough to go and pick the eggs 
from the chicken coup. 

Grow your own cress ready for the cooking challenge. It only takes 7 days and is a 
simple way of enabling children to eat something they have grown themselves. 

Explain that we all need to eat and drink to grow, be active and be healthy –
including plants and animals. Perhaps you would like to put out a bird feeder.
 

■ Physical development
Ask the children to act out nursery rhymes about food. 

In your playground you could draw four large circles – one for each season. 
Why not get all the children together and then call out different foods – 

the children then run to the appropriate
circle. You could also ask children to identify

whether a food is from the seas and
rivers, plants, trees or a farm animal.

5 A DAY Hat, Eppleton Primary School, Hetton.
Photo: Tony Colling, Sunderland Echo

One potato, two potato, 
Three potato, four. 

Five potato, six potato, 
Seven potato more. 

One potato, two potato, 
Three potato, four. 

I liked mashed potato, 
Can I have some more? 

Pleeeease!
Add in other types of potato that the

children like: jacket, roast, chipped,
new, sweet etc.

Chick,
chick, chick, chick,

chicken, 
Lay a little egg for me. 

Chick, chick, chick, chick, chicken, 
I want one for my tea. 

I haven’t had an egg since Easter, 
And now it’s half past three. 

So, chick, chick, chick, chicken, 
Lay a little egg for me.

198 different 
varieties of potatoes are

grown in Britain.
British Potato Council
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Shepherd’s Pie
In the process of making a Shepherd’s Pie, children
will have to prepare the potatoes for boiling by
washing, peeling and chopping them. They will
then have to mash the cooked potatoes and,
possibly, mix in some butter or milk. In the
meantime, they will need to chop an onion 
(and this is an opportunity to show children that 
it is easier to chop an onion leaving the root 
intact so that it will not fall apart) and sweat the
onion. The meat will have to be fried off too. 
What happens to the colour and texture of the
onion and meat when they are cooked in these

ways? Is there a smell associated with this? Explain
that both of these are examples of heat transfer.
What happens to the temperature when they
add liquid to the mixture? 
Children then have to assemble the dish in a safe
and hygienic manner. 
Encourage children to think about the types of
equipment that are needed to make this dish.
Why do frying pans tend to have larger, flatter
surfaces whereas saucepans tend to have higher
sides? Can you put a frying pan into the oven?
Talk to children about safe handling and storage
of food before and after it has been cooked. 
Shepherd’s Pie combines at least two of the
food groups found on the Food Standards
Agency’s ‘Balance of Good Health’ model.
See www.food.gov.uk. What other dishes
could the children prepare 
to serve with a portion of Shepherd’s Pie in
order to make it a completely balanced meal?

In their Primary Years children should be able to
slice, chop, wash, grate, peel, spread, knead, cream
and mix. Develop these skills by making soup or
preparing a Shepherd’s Pie. Activity should be
adjusted according to whether Key Stage 1 or
Key Stage 2 children are being taught and to take
account of facilities available.

Seasonal root 
vegetable soup
with homemade bread and grated
local cheese
Children can wash the vegetables under a tap,
peel them with a vegetable peeler and chop 
them up ready for the soup. Add water or stock
and boil vegetables. Explain to children that 
if vegetables are cut in different ways they 
make different shapes which can be used for
different cooking methods. For example,
vegetables can be sliced thinly into rounds and
fried for crisps, chopped into cuboids for chips,
quartered for wedges…
Children can also make some bread. They will
need to knead the dough, observe what happens
to it as the yeast becomes active and then
observe what happens when it is baked in 
the oven. 

If you are using hard cheese, children can grate
and sprinkle it onto a slice of bread or into the
soup just before serving. You could put the bread
and cheese under the grill. Children can then
observe what happens to the cheese when it has
been heated and compare cheese melted at

different temperatures. If you are using a soft
cheese, children can spread it onto the bread. 
This also can be placed under the grill. 
If the class is not going to make its own bread,
why not organise a class trip to a local baker? 
Or what about going to a local cheese maker
who will be able to explain how cheese is made?
Explain that vegetables and bread come from
plants (bread being made from wheat),
whereas cheese comes from milk which
comes from animals. Ask the class
what animals milk comes from? Can
cheese be made from milk from all
of these animals? Consider doing a
tasting in class so that children can
sample cheeses made from cow’s
milk, sheep’s milk and goat’s milk. 
You may like to serve the soup chunky
and as it comes or, especially if the vegetables
have been chopped to different sizes, smooth. This
is an opportunity to teach children about how to
use a hand-held blender safely. When they know
how to do this, they will be able to make other
things such as smoothies for themselves.

food facts
Shepherd’s Pie was regularly found on tables in the 1930s  when
there was a resurgence in cooking traditional British fare.  At that
time, Sunday was invariably a day for a roast joint with seasonal
vegetables; on Monday (considered to be a busy day with lots of
washing to be done) the main meal would consist of cold meats
with chutneys and pickles; and Tuesday’s meal would be
Shepherd’s Pie or Cottage Pie to use up the remainder of the
meat from Sunday’s roast.  Shepherd’s Pie is made with lamb and
Cottage Pie contains other meats.  Today we have smaller joints of
meat so this no longer applies and Shepherd’s Pie is generally
made with fresh meat.  Taken from Marguerite Patten, A Century of
British Cooking, Grub Street, 2001

Why eat 5 A DAY?
Fruit and vegetables help set you up for a healthier

lifestyle. Best of all, there is so much variety to
choose from, all year long, there are enough 
types to keep even the fussiest eaters happy.
To get the best health benefits, your 5 A DAY
portions should include a combination of a variety

of fruit and vegetables. That is 5 portions altogether,
not 5 portions of fruit and 5 portions of veg.

Here are 5 great reasons to eat 5 portions of
fruit and vegetables A DAY:
■ They’re packed with vitamins and minerals.
■ They can help you to maintain a healthy weight.
■ They’re an excellent source of fibre and antioxidants. 
■ They help reduce risk of heart disease, stroke and

some cancers. 
■ They taste delicious and there are many varieties to

choose from. 

Soup
is the oldest known

food and the first recorded
soup recipe was of a barley

soup from a Roman 
cook book.

www.soupkitchen.org.uk

EQUIPMENT REQUIRED
For the soup:
A knife and chopping board; Vegetable peeler; Cheese grater; 
A saucepan and hob; Grill (if grilling cheese on toast); Hand-
held blender – optional; Cups or bowls and spoons to eat it

For bread:
Bowl to mix dough; Oven to cook bread

For the Shepherd’s Pie:
A knife and chopping board;

Vegetable peeler; Potato
masher; Frying-pan and
Saucepan; Cooking Dish;
Knife, fork & plate per child
to eat it

If you 
teach children how to use a small,

sharp knife sensibly they will be able to
cut things more easily – and it’s far

better to learn under adult supervision
than independently.

BBC Website



Incorporating cookery into the curriculum

FOOD FUN
THANK YOUS
At our school we have been celebrating British Food Fortnight,
‘putting the Ooo back into food’.
We wrote to lots of local people and companies to ask them if they
could help us to learn more about traditional foods and wanted to
thank them.
The Co-op in Melton gave us £15 of vouchers to spend on food 
for our projects, so our headteacher took four children shopping.
Then 25 children went to visit Tesco to learn what is produced in its
bakery. A special thanks to Chris, Margaret and Trish for looking after
us so well.
Long Clawson Dairy very kindly donated several types of cheeses for
the children to sample. 
Hilary, of Tuxford and Tebbutt, visited our school to teach us how
they produce cheese.  Mrs McAllen, Mrs Davies, Mrs Hart and 
Mrs Misiuda, who are parents and grandparents of our children, came
in to school to help with cooking activities and we appreciate their
continued support.
The children really enjoyed their time at Mr and Mrs
Hatherley’s farm and had fun feeding the
animals at Mr and Mrs Davies’ farm.
Brockleby’s Farm Shop has also
invited us to come and visit, so
we can watch some of its food
production.
Thank you very much to everyone
who has been able to help.

PRIMARY YEARS■ Numeracy
Use the recipes and practical cooking to teach children about numbers –
integers, non-integers, weights and measurements. 

Chop fruit and vegetables to talk about fractions (cut an apple into quarters
for example) at the same time as explaining the 5 A DAY message.

Measure the temperature of the soup at different stages in the cooking
process and record this data to create graphs and tables. 

Ask the class to work out the cost of the dish they have cooked: as a whole
and then per portion.

■ Literacy
Can your class think of a soup beginning with each letter of the alphabet? 
In her ‘Book of Household Management’, Mrs Beeton includes eighty different
soups from all over Britain. Her list includes almond soup, bread and potato
soup and lobster and turtle soup. 

Ask the children to write a story or a poem about the food they have cooked.

If a chef has come into the school, get the children to write him a thank you
letter in which they include some of their thoughts about the session – 
what did they like about it, did they like the food they tried? Children could also
write thank you letters to any shops or producers that may have supplied food.

Ask the children to write up the recipe and method of the dish they made so
that they can go home and cook it again with their parents.

■ Design & Technology
Ask the children to describe the ingredients before and after heat was applied. How have
the appearances, tastes, smells and textures changed? Why, with respect to cooking times,
is it important that vegetables are chopped to roughly the same size? Would the
vegetables take longer to cook if they are larger? And what if they are smaller – or even
grated? Are there any ingredients used in the dish that they could have eaten raw? If so,
how should they prepare these ingredients so that it is safe to do so? 

Compose a class list of all the things the children had to think about in terms of
hygiene and safety when handling food and equipment. 

Read about the developments in kitchen appliances over the years – use the
information on page 8 as a starting point. Ask the children to design a kitchen appliance
for the future. 

■ PSHE/Citizenship
Use the meal that the class has cooked as an opportunity to host a lunch party –
maybe people from a local old people’s home or even another class from the school
could attend. The Government is encouraging schools to open up to the community.
Mix the different ages together so that they benefit from each other’s company.  

Take children out on a farm visit to see animals being reared or crops being grown. 
Use this as a starting point to explore issues surrounding animal welfare and 
food production.

■ Science
Teach children about the Food Standards Agency’s

‘Balance of Good Health’ model and its five food
groups. See www.food.gov.uk. Get the children to
keep a food diary and, from that diary, to work out
whether or not they are eating enough of each
food group. This is an opportunity to teach
children about the ‘more of some and less of the
other’ principal. Are the children getting 5 portions

of fruit and vegetables a day? Suggest to children
ways in which they can increase the number of

portions of fruit and vegetables they have in their diet.
This is a good opportunity to talk about portion

sizes too. 

Explain that animals and plants need food
and water for energy. In the case of
crops, the energy is converted into
bigger crops like bigger potatoes and in
the case of animals the energy helps us

grow and produce milk. 

“It is also 
extremely good for our children to

meet other people particularly in these
days where families are not necessarily so

close together.”
Allyson Taylor, Head Teacher, St Mary's Primary
School, Fownhope that has opened its doors

to its elderly neighbours to ensure
everyone has a healthy meal.

“British
Food Fortnight provides

a focus for schools working
to develop healthy eating.”

Department for Education 
& Skills

13
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When children enter their secondary
education, they should be equipped with
a host of cooking skills and familiar with
a range of different cooking techniques.
Put these skills into practice by asking
pupils to create their own dish using
seasonal British produce.  

In deciding what dish to make, pupils
need to consider the following:

■ the dish should reflect a balanced
diet i.e. protein, carbohydrates, 
vitamins and roughage

■ implications on nutritional value of
the cooking method they plan to
use i.e. frying, grilling, baking

■ the dish should use a variety of
cooking techniques and the student
should demonstrate a knowledge of
the right equipment to use to carry
out these techniques

■ the finished dish should be
presented in an aesthetically
pleasing way

■ the whole activity needs to be
carried out safely and hygienically.

Additional challenges could include taking
into account specific dietary needs like
cooking for a coeliac (someone who
must have a gluten-free diet) or people
with allergies. 

You may want to give students a list of
ingredients from which they have to
create their meal. Please visit the 
‘Teacher Zone’ on our website
www.lovebritishfood.co.uk
where you will find a list of seasonal
British produce available during the
Fortnight. Use this as a basis for your list
adding local dairy produce, meats that are
distinct to your area, herbs and spices.

From such a list, students could decide 
to cook, for example, Pork Burgers with
an Apple Sauce, Steamed Seasonal
Vegetables and Potato Wedges.  Served
with consideration to portion sizes, this is
a balanced dish containing potatoes, meat,
fruit and vegetables. It also uses different
cooking techniques and this will mean the
food components will have different
textures. The contrast in textures and
colours help with presentation. 

If using this example, pupils will:
Shape the minced meat into burgers.
Would they need something to bind the
burgers? Perhaps it would be nice to add
some flavours into the burgers – why
would it be more appropriate to add

sage and onion to the pork as opposed
to horseradish? The burgers would then
be fried off – how could frying the
burgers be made healthier? Does the fat
in which the burgers are fried impact on
this? Perhaps a healthier alternative would
be to fry the burgers in oil (which
reaches a higher temperature than butter
or lard) to colour the burgers and then
finish off the cooking process in the oven?
Or would grilling be an even better
alternative? 

For the apple sauce, the apples need to
be peeled, cored and sliced before
stewing with some water. Students may
wish to serve the sauce completely
smooth, in which case they will need to
use a hand held blender. 

Where do our food associations come
from? Why is it that pork works so well
with apples and lamb with mint, for
example? What would the impact on the
flavours be if you served pork with mint
and lamb with apples?

The vegetables are to be steamed. 
What equipment does this cooking
method require? Can students think
of creative ways of steaming their
vegetables using everyday kitchen
equipment and, therefore, 
not investing in a steamer?
What about using a colander in
a large saucepan with a little
water in the bottom. With a lid
on top, vegetables in the colander
would be steamed.

The potato wedges are roasted in the
oven. Should they be peeled beforehand?
The answer to this depends on how the
vegetables have been grown. Are they
organic, can students trace provenance –
this is an excellent opportunity to debate
such food issues. 

Students should think about the size and
shapes they decide to cut the vegetables
into. How will these decisions affect the
cooking times of the vegetables and the
final presentation of the dish?

food facts
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Government guidelines for a Healthy Diet
■ Enjoy your food.
■ Eat a variety of different foods.
■ Eat the right amount to be a healthy weight.
■ Eat plenty of foods rich in starch and fibre.
■ Aim for at least 5 portions of fruit and vegetables a day – tinned, frozen, 

dried and juice count too.
■ Don’t eat too many foods that contain a lot of fat.
■ Don’t have sugary foods and drinks too often.
■ Drink plenty of water throughout the day.

EQUIPMENT REQUIRED
For example given:
Frying pan; Bowl for mixing burger ingredients; A knife and chopping board;
Vegetable peeler; Saucepan; Hand-held blender – optional for apple sauce;
Hob and Oven; Plate, knife & fork per student 

Top tips to make sure you are getting your 5 A DAY
Vegetables
■ Everyone loves corn on the cob! Buy a pack of mini ones, freeze and

cook them. 
■ Peppers, mushrooms, onions or pineapple on your pizza topping count

as 1 portion. 
■ Liven up soups and sauces with a handful of kidney beans, peas or corn. 
■ Ditch the crisps! Chop up sticks of celery, cucumber and sweet pepper

and dip them into salsa or guacamole. 
■ Add some crunch to your sandwiches with lettuce, tomatoes, cucumber

or grated carrots. 
■ Stir in a handful of fresh or frozen vegetables into pasta, soup or noodles. 
■ Chop up lots of vegetables and use them in a stir-fry. Quick, easy and

super healthy.
Fruit

■ Swap chocolate for apples. They're just as sweet
and better for your teeth. 

■ Eat a piece of fruit or a glass of juice every day
for a refreshing start to the day. 
■ Open a tin of fruit in natural juice for an
instant healthy pudding. 
■ Don’t throw away over ripe fruit – use it to

make a delicious smoothie. 
■ For extra sweetness, chop fruit onto your cereal

or stir it into desserts. 
■ Wash down lunch with a glass of orange juice –

a medium glass counts as 1 portion. 
■ Make ice-lollies by pouring fruit smoothies, 100% fruit juice or pureed

fresh fruit into ice lolly moulds and freezing them. 

I hear and I forget
I see and I remember
I do and I understand

Chinese Proverb



SECONDARY AND PRUs

Incorporating cookery into the curriculum

■ Numeracy
Use the meal that the students cook and the Food Standards Agency’s 
eatwell plate model to teach the children about percentages. 
See www.food.gov.uk.

Consider:

■ What percentage of our diet should be made up of carbohydrates?
■ Does the meal the students cook have the correct percentage proportions?

■ Literacy
Debate is a powerful way to engage students in a subject with which they may be

unfamiliar. It offers them the opportunity to research material
representing a wide range of viewpoints, to question others, to

listen to differing views and to make their own informed
decisions. 

Consider a class debate on:

■ What makes a healthy diet?
■ Is our diet more or less healthy than it was 100 years ago; 20 years ago?
■ Have advances in technology made cooking more or less of an important activity

for society?
■ Celebrity chefs: entertainers or social reformers?
You could use some of the themes in the History of British Cooking on page 8 as
topics for these debates. 

■ Design and Technology
The cooking challenge falls within this subject area. Consider making a complete
project out of the challenge. Ask students to develop a plan for producing their meal
as part of a ready-made meal range to be sold in a supermarket. How would their
finished product be positioned in the marketplace? What type of packaging is
required? What would be the design of the packaging? How would the nutritional
content be clearly displayed for the consumer? 

To add another dimension to the project, ask students to take into account different
pricing criteria. This would be an opportunity to discuss the different cuts of meat.
Why are some cheaper than others? Why are some suited to long, slow cooking at
lower temperatures and others to faster cooking at hotter temperatures?  

■ PSHE/Citizenship
Look at the supply chain of how produce gets from the farmer to students’
homes. What are the effects of climate, terrain and socio-economic factors on
this? How has the local and national media reported this? Look for references to
‘food miles’ and ‘environmental footprints’. Is there anything that students can do,
as individuals, a school and a community to make a difference?

■ Science
Ask students to think about how the food
they want to eat varies according to the
time of day and also the time of year. It is
interesting to note that we need to eat
heartier meals in winter than in the
summer time and that the seasonal
produce available in the winter lends itself
to warming soups, stews and casseroles
whereas in the summer when we want to
eat lighter meals like salads, the produce
available is more suited to these dishes. 

Talk to students about preserving food,
particularly when there is a seasonal

glut. Produce is preserved so
that when fresh fruit and

vegetables are harder to
come by in the winter

months, it is still
possible for students
to include 5 pieces of
fruit and vegetables a
day into their diet. “It’s

the beginning of 
British Food Fortnight. 

Eat British – that’s the way
forward! I’m quite excited 

about the thought.”
Jonathan Ross, Radio 2 Metric and Imperial measurements

Some recipe books, particularly older ones, give
metric and imperial measurements. Whilst metric
measurements may seem more
accurate than imperial ones,
some metric measurements
are difficult to achieve on
domestic scales. Domestic
scales may not be accurate
enough to measure 115g yet
115g = 4oz which is more easily
measured on the scales. In
practice, the important thing
for each recipe is to stick to
only imperial or only
metric as this will ensure
correct proportions. 

“Foods
tend to go well with

other foods that are grown
or reared in the same locality

e.g. trout and watercress; pork
and apples; and beef and winter

horseradish.”
Rob Rees MBE, 
Cotswold Chef
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Inviting a chef into your school
Before the session
Create a sense of occasion by promoting the chef and the session in 
the run up to the event. If the chef has written a book or works in a 
local restaurant show the children copies of the book or menu. 
Consider inviting your local media to cover the event. Taking part in 
British Food Fortnight is a good opportunity to gain some local publicity 
for your school. Many schools taking part in previous years have been 
featured in their local papers and some have even been featured on 
television. Media coverage can be a good way of thanking teachers, 
parents and children for their involvement. All the information you need 
to help you gain some local publicity – including sample news releases 
and a full list of media contacts in each region.

Before the session begins, make sure that all children are
suitably attired, have washed their hands and are ready on
time. What the children wear during the session will
obviously depend on how hands-on the session will be and
it is worth giving clothing some thought beforehand: chefs
hats and aprons are ideal but try to avoid aprons that are

covered in paint or glue! Maybe children could bring an
extra top into school? And think about rolling sleeves up

before they start so they do not get their cuffs covered in food!
Make sure that the room and equipment is clean: wipe tables 

before using them and consider putting down a tablecloth – if a paper
tablecloth is used children can draw pictures on it of the food they have
cooked and use these to form a display.
Offer the chef a drink and show him the staff room and cloakroom
when he arrives. If the chef is spending a substantial amount of time at
the school, make sure that you are available to host him – swap your
playground duty with someone else if necessary. And remember to make
suitable lunch arrangements for the chef: some will be happy to eat with
the staff and/or children but others may prefer to have some ‘time out’. 

During the session
Give the chef an opportunity to introduce himself and engage with
him and the session. It gives the wrong message to the children if you
use the time marking books and catching up on other work.
Allocate enough time for the chef and class to evaluate the session, taste
the food, if appropriate, and hold a question and answer session.
Engage the whole school in the chef’s visit. If the chef is giving a
demonstration to one class, maybe he could be persuaded to present a
prize to another class who has, perhaps, held a British Food Fortnight
poster competition? Perhaps the chef has a book that he could sign and
offer as a prize? Make sure that you agree this with the chef beforehand!

After the session
Find an appropriate way in which to follow up on the lessons learnt in
the session. Encourage children to talk about the session – about what
they liked or did not like, what they learnt about the importance of a
balanced diet and a good lifestyle. Also encourage them to talk about

these things with their parents and consider sending the children home
with details on how to make an Apple Crumble that they can then 
make with their parents as homework.

Write and thank the chef for his time and expertise.You could
enclose some photographs of the day. Perhaps the children could write
reflecting on what they learnt from the day?

Planning the session
Decide on how you are going to incorporate the activity into the curriculum. Be as imaginative
and innovative as possible. Use the examples on pages 4 - 7 of how other schools have
incorporated cookery into their curriculum teaching to give you ideas. 
Contact one of the organisations listed opposite or a local chef or cook and discuss your
plans with them. 

■ Is it best for the session to be held at the school or at another venue? Ideally you will have a
meeting with the chef at the venue. The chef will need to know what cooking facilities and
equipment are needed and are available (when describing the facilities and equipment, be as
specific as possible e.g. make and size of oven; extent of working surfaces). If the session is to
take place in a room separate from the cooking facilities, how far is it from them?
Is it realistic to carry food to and from them?

■ Agree with the chef his precise role and responsibilities and explain how the
cooking session fits in with the curriculum. 

■ How hands-on should the session be?
■ How long will the session be? (We suggest that it should be a

minimum of one and a half hours in length, allowing clearing up time.)
■ How many children will be in the session? (We suggest a maximum

of 30.)
■ How many teachers and assistants will be in the room with the class during

the session?
■ Will there be an assistant available to help the chef to clear up at the end of the

session?

■ Will the chef be reimbursed for his expenses, travel etc?

■ Who is responsible for arranging any additional equipment requirements and purchasing the 
food?

■ Does the cooking session need to take account of any food allergies, intolerances or
restrictions for faith or other reasons. 

Follow up on this meeting by sending the chef a letter of confirmation with a timetable for the 
day and maybe enclose a map of how to get to the school, if appropriate.
Are there any parents that wish to be involved? They may be able to help with the lesson. 
Do you need to seek parental consent for any activities planned? If the session is being held at a 
venue other than the school ensure that you have parental consent. Ensure that the children have 
been informed of appropriate behaviour when going on a school trip. 
Ensure that adequate insurance is in place for the activity or for the whole trip, including 
travel, if the cooking session is taking place off the school premises. Enquire as to whether or 
not you will need to take out extra insurance. 
Decide if you wish to make a criminal record check: schools have their own policies on 
Criminal Record Bureau checks and it is up to individual schools to decide whether to request 
one. The most important thing is that the chef must never be left alone with children without any 
adult supervision – even if there is just one child with the chef there must always be another adult 
there too. 

“If
you give children

cooking skills, then they can
make the choice of how they
decide to eat in later life.”
Lesley Batterham, Birch Primary

School, Colchester
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Would you like more ideas on how to
incorporate food-related activities
within your curriculum teaching?
Then grab a copy of our sister publication:
Putting the Ooo back into food – 
A Resource Pack for Schools
■ ideas for lessons and activities

for each curriculum subject
for early years, primary and
secondary children

■ descriptions of activities
with contact details for
teaching resources

■ in-season recipes for
young people to try

■ further contacts of
organisations, producers,
retailers, restaurants and
tourism outlets that can
help you by offering
activity-based support
and learning facilities
in educating young
people about food.

Downloadable from www.lovebritishfood.co.uk



For further information please contact:

British Food Fortnight

‘Putting the Ooo back into food:  A Guide to including 
Cookery within the National Curriculum’ is produced by 
Food Fortnight Ltd. Copyright © Food Fortnight Ltd 2016.

With thanks to the following people who have given their advice and time to help
with the writing and researching of this resource pack:
Elly Mercer, CAALS – Cookery As A Life Skill
Fiona Hamilton Fairley, the Kids’ Cookery School, London
Jennifer Meakin, London Chef
Rob Rees, the ‘Cotswold Chef ’, who has pledged to give cooking demonstrations in 30 schools
during the Fortnight thus teaching thousands of children
Sara Jayne Stanes, Academy of Culinary Arts ‘Chefs Adopt A School’ programme




